
� I love Cupcakes � 
 
 

 
 

by Daniela Herbertz 
 
The Cupcakes on the picture are crochet with Schachnmayr nomotta Bravo in different 
colors and a 4mm Hook. 
They are about 7,5x9 cm. 
You can make them wit any Hooksize you like. Just make shure that the yarn you use is 
all the same size and matches your Hook. 
 
Abbrevations: 
Slip Stitch (sl st), Chain (ch), Single crochet (sc), Half Double crochet (= hdc), Double 
crochet (dc), skip (sk), Fasten Off (FO) 
 
Note: every first sc of a round is worked in the same ch where you slip stitched in to 
close the previous row. 
If you prefer you can crochet the pattern in spiral rounds but then the cupcace will end 
up smaller. 
 



Cupcake: 
You start in the middle of the bottom part. 
Rnd 1: make 6 sc into a magic loop, close Rnd with slip stitch into first sc, ch1 (=6) 
Rnd 2: 2 sc in each sc around, close Rnd with slip stitch in first sc, ch1 (=12) 
Rnd 3: [Sc in sc, 2 sc in next sc] 6 times, close Rnd with slip stitch in first sc, ch 1 

(=18) 
Rnd 4: [Sc in next 2 sc, 2 sc in next sc] 6 times, close Rnd with slip stitch into first sc, 

ch 1 (=24) 
Rnd 5: [Sc in next 3 sc, 2 sc in next sc] 6 times, close Rnd with slip stitch into first sc, 

ch 1 (=30) 
Rnd 6:  [Sc in next 4 sc, 2 sc in next sc] 6 times, close Rnd with slip stitch into first sc, 

ch 1 (=36) 
Rnd 7: Work this Rnd in BACK LOOPS ONLY: Sc in each sc around, close Rnd 

with slip stitch into first sc, ch 1 (=36) 
Rnd 8:  Sc in each sc around, close Rnd with slip stitch into first sc, ch 1 (=36) 
Rnd 9:  Sc in each sc around, close Rnd with slip stitch into first sc, ch 1 (=36) 
Rnd 10: [Sc in next 5 sc, 2 sc in next sc] 6 times, close Rnd with slip stitch into first sc, 

ch 1 (=42) 
Rnd 11: Sc in each sc around, close Rnd with slip stitch into first sc, ch1 (=42) 
Rnd 12: Sc in each sc around, close Rnd with slip stitch into first sc, ch1 (=42) 
Rnd 13:  [Sc in next 6 sc, 2 sc in next sc] 6 times, close Rnd with slip stitch into first sc, 

ch 1 (=48) 
Rnd 14: Sc in each sc around, close Rnd with slip stitch into first sc, ch 1 (=48) 
Rnd 15:  Sc in each sc around, close Rnd with slip stitch into first sc, ch 1 (=48) 
Rnd 16: Work this Rnd in FRONT LOOPS ONLY: [Skip 1 ch, Work into next ch: (hdc, 

2dc, hdc), skip 1 ch, slip stitch in next ch] 12 times, close Rnd with slip stitch 
into closing slip stitch of last Rnd. FO, sew in end. 

Rnd 17: Now we work into the BACK LOOPS of Rnd 16. Attach color you want to 
use for the top of the cupcake with a slip stitch, Sc in each sc around, close 
Rnd with slip stitch into first sc, ch 1 (=48) 

Rnd 18: [Sc in next 6 sc, sc next two stitches together] 6 times, close Rnd with slip 
stitch into first sc, ch 1 (=42) 

Rnd 19: [Sc in sc, sc next two stitches together] 6 times, close Rnd with slip stitch in 
first sc, ch 1 (=28) 

Rnd 20: Sc in each sc around, close Rnd with slip stitch into first sc, ch 1 (=28) 
Rnd 21: [Sc in sc, sc in next sc, sc next two stitches together] 6 times, close Rnd with 

slip stitch in first sc, ch 1 (=21) 
Rnd 22: Sc in each sc around, close Rnd with slip stitch into first sc, ch 1 (=21) 
Rnd 23: [Sc in sc, sc next two stitches together] 6 times, close Rnd with slip stitch in 

first sc, ch 1 (=14), Stuff Cupcake (not to much or it will not stand upright) 
Rnd 24: [sc two stitches together] 6 times, close Rnd with slip stitch in first sc (=7), 

FO, weave yarn through opening and pull close. Weave in end. 
 
 
The icing: 
You start in the middle of the icing, use any color you like. 
Rnd 1: make 6 sc into a magic loop, close Rnd with slip stitch into first sc, ch1 (=6) 
Rnd 2: 2 sc in each sc around, close Rnd with slip stitch in first sc, ch1 (=12) 
Rnd 3: [Sc in sc, 2 sc in next sc] 6 times, close Rnd with slip stitch in first sc, ch 1 

(=18) 
Rnd 4: [Sc in next 2 sc, 2 sc in next sc] 6 times, close Rnd with slip stitch into first sc, 

ch 1 (=24) 



Rnd 5: [Sc in next 3 sc, 2 sc in next sc] 6 times, close Rnd with slip stitch into first sc, 
ch 1 (=30) 

Rnd 6:  [ch 6, dc in 3rd ch from hook, dc in nect ch, hdc in next, sc in last of the ch 6, 
skip one ch of Rnd 5 and slip stitch into next, slip stitch into next 3 ch, 

 Ch 4, hdc in 2nd ch from hook, sc in next, slip stitch in last of the ch 4, 
 slip stitch in next ch of Rnd 5 and in next 3 ch, 
 ch 5, dc in 3rd ch from hook, dc in next, hdc in next,  
 slip stitch in next ch of Rnd 5 and in next 2 ch, 
 ch 5, sc in 2nd ch from hook, slip stitch in rest of the ch 5, 
 slip stitch in next ch of Rnd 5 and in next 2 ch] repeat once, 
 ch3, slip stitch in 2nd ch from hook and in next, 
 slip stitch in next ch of Rnd 5, FO leaving a long tail for sewing 
 
 
The whipped cream: 
You start in the middle of the whipped cream. 
Rnd 1: make 6 sc into a magic loop, close Rnd with slip stitch into first sc, ch1 (=6) 
Rnd 2: 2 sc in each sc around, close Rnd with slip stitch in first sc, ch 2 (=12) 
Rnd 3: make 4 hdc in same as joining ch, make 5 hdc in every sc around, close with 

slip stitch into top of ch 2 from the beginning of Rnd, FO leaving a long tail for 
sewing 

 
The cherry: 
You start in the middle of the cherry. Work it in spirals, do not join Rnds 
Rnd 1: make 6 sc into a magic loop (=6) 
Rnd 2: 2 sc in each sc around (=12) 
Rnd 3: sc in each sc around (=12) 
Rnd 4: sc in each sc around (=12) 
Rnd 5: [sc two sc together] 6 times, close Rnd with slip stitch (=6), FO leaving a long 

tail for sewing 
 
Assembly: 
Sew the cherry on top of the whipped cream 
Sew the whipped cream on top of the icing 
Sew the icing on top of your cupcake  
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This is a free pattern I made to share with everyone who wants to have it. Feel free to share it with friends and family. 
But please do not sell for Profit. You can sell finished work  if you want to but I think they are better as a Gift ;o). 
That´s what it´s made for :o) !!! 


